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Abstract

Measles eradication efforts have been successful at achieving elimination in many countries
worldwide. Such countries actively work to maintain this elimination by continuing to
improve coverage of two routine doses of measles vaccine following measles elimination.
While improving measles vaccine coverage is always beneficial, we show, using a steady-
state analysis of a dynamical model, that the correlation between populations receiving the
first and second routine dose also has a significant impact on the population immunity
achieved by a specified combination of first and second dose coverage. If the second dose
is administered to people independently of whether they had the first dose, high second-
dose coverage improves the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose, and
will have a large effect on population immunity. If the second dose is administered only to
people who have had the first dose, high second-dose coverage reduces the rate of primary
vaccine failure, but does not reach people who missed the first dose; this will therefore
have a relatively small effect on population immunity. When doses are administered depend-
ently, and assuming the first dose has higher coverage, increasing the coverage of the first dose
has a larger impact on population immunity than does increasing the coverage of the second.
Correlation between vaccine doses has a significant impact on the level of population immun-
ity maintained by current vaccination coverage, potentially outweighing the effects of age
structure and, in some cases, recent improvements in vaccine coverage. It is therefore import-
ant to understand the correlation between vaccine doses as such correlation may have a large
impact on the effectiveness of measles vaccination strategies.

Introduction

As of early 2017 measles was officially eliminated from seven countries in the Western Pacific,
24 countries in Europe, and all countries in the Americas, despite occasional outbreaks that
threaten this elimination status [1–3]. Measles is a leading cause of vaccine-preventable child-
hood death [4], and maintaining successful elimination at the country-level is key to regional
elimination goals [5, 6]. Due to increased globalisation [7] and the highly transmissible nature
of the disease, measles is at constant risk of re-emergence in the countries where it is elimi-
nated. Several resurgent outbreaks have occurred; for example, the 2013 outbreak in Brazil,
which lasted more than 1 year and changed Brazil’s elimination status [1, 8], the 2015 outbreak
in Mongolia [9], which occurred less than 1 year after Mongolia was certified measles free [10],
and the 2017 outbreak in Romania, which threatens much of Europe’s elimination status [3]. A
re-evaluation of management strategies for measles in order to better maintain elimination
would be valuable [11].

High levels of immunity within the population are critical to maintain elimination. When
immunity is high, outbreaks caused by reintroduction events have lower incidence and shorter
duration [12]. As measles is a particularly highly transmissible disease, the herd immunity
threshold (that is, the proportion of the population that needs to be immune in order to pre-
vent a reintroduction event sparking prolonged re-emergence of the disease) is commonly
considered to be about 95% [13]. The true threshold in any location depends on population
structure [14], and is difficult to measure directly; however, maximising the proportion of the
population that is immune is the best way to ensure that that proportion is above the true
threshold. In order to maintain high levels of immunity, extensive vaccination efforts are con-
tinued in countries that have achieved elimination. In most countries, these vaccination efforts
involve administering two doses of measles-containing vaccine (MCV) [6, 15].

Typically, health agencies are concerned with maximising the coverage of each dose
[16–18]; that is, the proportion of the population that gets vaccinated at each specified target
age. However, coverage alone does not tell the full story. The proportion of the population that
is immune to measles differs from, but directly depends on, the proportion of the population
that gets at least one dose of MCV. The reason for this difference is twofold: first, maternal
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immunity interferes with the efficacy of the vaccine [19], and
second, the fraction of the population below the age of first vac-
cination limits the maximum possible population immunity [20].
There are three subparts of the susceptible population maintained
by a two-dose strategy (Fig. 1, the red part in panels (b) and (d)):
(1) individuals who are too young to receive the first dose (the
portion of the red part left of the left black line), (2) individuals
who missed the first dose or for whom the first dose was ineffect-
ive but are too young to receive the second dose (the red part
between the two black lines), and (3) individuals who either
missed both doses or who failed to seroconvert after receiving
one or both doses (the portion of the red part to the right of
the right black line). These subparts (not bounded to a limited
age range, as in the figure) sum to the total proportion of the popu-
lation that is susceptible, and can contribute to transmission in case
of a reintroduction event. Minimisation of the total proportion of
the population that is susceptible requires judicious targeting of
vaccination age targets bearing in mind all three subparts [11].

To maximise immunity, the first dose of MCV(MCV1) should
be administered early enough to minimise the number of suscep-
tible individuals who are too young to have yet received a vaccine,
but late enough that maternal-acquired antibodies, which inter-
fere with the efficacy of the measles vaccine, have sufficiently
waned, so that relatively few individuals fail to seroconvert. The
second dose (MCV2) is administered later in life, with two pur-
poses: one, to catch children for whom the first dose was not
effective, and two, to provide a second opportunity for children
who did not have the first dose to receive at least one dose. In
most countries, the first dose of the measles vaccine is adminis-
tered when the child is 9–12 months old, and the second dose
is administered sometime later in life, often immediately before
school entry [15]. The effectiveness of this strategy directly
depends on the coverage of each dose [10]. However, as we illus-
trate below, it also depends on the likelihood of an individual
receiving a second dose, conditional on their having received
the first.

Fig. 1. Vaccination and immunity class breakdown when first-dose coverage is 85% and second-dose coverage is 80%. (a) The vaccination classes when doses are
administered dependently. The rate of primary vaccine failure (the height of the red section at the right edge of the panel) is 0.6%. (b) The immune classes when
doses are administered dependently. The proportion of the population left susceptible (the total proportional size of the red portion over the entire population, not
just 0–60 months as shown here), is 18.9%. (c) The vaccine classes when doses are administered independently. The rate of primary vaccine failure (the height of
the red portion at the right edge of the panel) is 1.8%, which is greater than when doses are administered dependently. (d) The immune classes when doses are
administered independently. The proportion of the population left susceptible (the total proportional size of the red portion over the entire population) is 10%,
which is less than when doses are administered dependently.
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If the second dose of MCV acts as a true second dose for all
individuals – that is, it is the second dose an individual receives
in their life – then the population receiving the second dose is
a nested subset within that receiving the first dose. We refer to
that as ‘perfect correlation’ in this paper. However, if all children
are equally likely to receive a dose at the second age target, regard-
less of whether they had the first dose, then the second dose acts
as a second opportunity to be provided with at least one dose.
Formally, then, the populations receiving each dose are independ-
ent (correlation between doses is 0). Practically, the distribution of
the second dose may vary between these two extreme scenarios;
that is, the correlation may range between 0 and 1. In principle,
second-dose vaccination programmes may preferentially target
children who did not receive the first dose; in our model, we
would call that negative correlation. However, due to correlations
in healthcare access and demand, this is a rare occurrence in the
real world [21], as such we do not address this formally here, but
return to these programs in the discussion.

Understanding the effects of the correlation between the popu-
lations receiving the first and second doses of MCV (hereafter
referred to as just ‘correlation’) on population immunity resulting
from a two-dose strategy can provide two key insights. It can pro-
vide a more accurate estimate of the range of population immun-
ity maintainable by a two-dose strategy with specific coverages,
illustrating the benefit of designing a surveillance system to moni-
tor correlation. It can also suggest ways to adapt management
strategies, here the vaccine schedule, to account for the observed
correlation. To do this, we model the effects of correlation on the
maintainability of measles elimination using an age-structured
model for the distribution of immunity within a population in
the absence of disease. We use this model to find the proportion
of susceptible individuals remaining in the population when
vaccinating with specified coverage at specified first- and second-
dose age targets, with the specified correlation between the popu-
lations receiving each dose. We also find the proportion of
individuals who have received at least one dose, but have not ser-
oconverted (i.e. primary vaccine failure). Finally, we consider the
interaction between coverage and correlation for a range of age
structures.

Methods

We use an age-structured model, based on an earlier two-dose
measles model [11], to algorithmically determine the proportion
of individuals left susceptible by a given vaccine schedule in the
absence of disease (i.e. in the elimination setting). We divide
age classes monthly up to 5 years, and yearly afterward, until 75
years of age. From a specified coverage and age target for each
dose, as well as specified correlation, we divide each age class
into four vaccine classes (Fig. 1a and c); unvaccinated (shown
in grey), a recipient of the first dose only (shown in green), a
recipient of the second dose only (shown in dark blue) and a
recipient of both doses (shown in light blue). Using an age-
specific efficacy function (based on an age-specific probability
of retaining maternal immunity; see pmT below), we then divide
each vaccine class into three immunity classes; susceptible, mater-
nally immune, and effectively immunised. We then calculate the
age distribution and proportion of susceptible individuals left in
the population by multiplying the age-specific probability of
being susceptible with the age structure and compare across mul-
tiple age structures. We also find the rate of primary vaccine

failure from the proportion of susceptible individuals who
received at least one dose.

Children born to immune mothers are born with maternal
immunity, which interferes with the efficacy of the vaccine.
Therefore, the proportion of children who seroconvert due to vac-
cination depends on the proportion who were born with maternal
immunity. The proportion of children who were born with mater-
nal immunity depends on the proportion of their mothers who
are immune, which in turn depends on the proportion of their
mothers who were born with maternal immunity. Our dynamical
model accounts for these generational shifts in maternal immun-
ity and resulting vaccine efficacy, and can account for changes in
vaccination coverage (Supplementary Material 1). However, for
simplicity, we assume the system is at equilibrium, so that vaccin-
ation coverage is constant and the proportion of children born
with maternal immunity is constant and equal to the proportion
of adults that have been effectively immunised by vaccination.
Notably, we omit any infection-derived immunity as we are con-
cerned with the maintenance of elimination in the disease-free
setting. Disease could be included in an extension of our model
to other settings, but disease only increases immunity, so the
disease-free setting will always provide a conservative estimate
of the actual immunity maintained.

Let v1 be the coverage of the first dose, and v2 be the coverage
of the second dose. The proportion of children who get at least
one dose, assuming v1⩾ v2, is bounded by the coverage of the
first dose, v1 (which is the case when everyone who receives the
first dose receives the second dose), and either 100% or the
sum of the coverages of each dose, v1 + v2 (when the second
dose is administered first to people who did not receive the first
dose). If the interaction between the populations receiving each
dose is at least independent, the population receiving at least
one dose is bounded by v1 and 1− (1− v1) × (1− v2). We describe
this interaction between the populations receiving the first and the
second doses as correlation. For our purposes, we define the cor-
relation between vaccine doses to be the proportion of the second-
dose administered non-independently to people who receive the
first dose. When the correlation is one, the second dose is admi-
nistered solely to children who had the first dose, achieving only
the aim of providing those individuals a second chance to become
immune in case of primary vaccine failure. When the correlation
is zero, the second dose is administered independently of whether
the child had the first dose – notably, in this case, the ‘second
dose’ means only a dose administered at the second target age,
not necessarily the second dose a specific individual receives.
When doses are independent, all individuals have a second
chance to be vaccinated, regardless of whether they have been vac-
cinated already.

To divide age classes into vaccination classes, we assume a pro-
portion of individuals equal to the coverage of the first dose, v1, is
vaccinated with the first dose at the first age target, t1, and there-
fore moves from the unvaccinated class into the first-dose only
vaccine class. This proportion remains constant up to the age tar-
get for the second dose, t2, when a proportion of individuals are
vaccinated with the second dose. For the purposes of this paper,
we assume the first-dose age target is 12 months and the second-
dose age target is 48 months, although the qualitative results are
the same regardless of age targets chosen.

Let corr be the correlation between the two doses. If v1⩾ v2,
then p(MCV2|MCV1) = v2(1− corr) + (v2/v1)corr. A proportion,
1− corr, of the second dose is administered independently to peo-
ple who received the first dose, such that the proportion v2(1−
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corr) of people who had the first dose independently receive the
second. A proportion, corr, of people who had the first dose receive
the second non-independently. Since coverage of the second dose is
constant, regardless of correlation, this means that a proportion (v2/
v1)corr of people who had the first dose receive the second non-
independently. We can similarly find the proportion of people
who receive the second dose given that they did not have the first
dose: p(MCV2 | ¬MCV1) = v2(1− corr), as only 1− corr doses are
administered independently to people who did not receive the first
dose. Here, | means ‘given’ and ¬ means ‘not’, so p(MCV2 |
¬MCV1) is the proportion that get MCV2 given that they did
not receive MCV1. Therefore, p(MCV1>¬MCV2) = p(MCV1) −
p(MCV1>MCV2) = p(MCV1) − p(MCV2|MCV1) × p(MCV1)
= v1 − v1 × v2(1− corr) − v2 × corr adults receive only the first
dose, p(MCV1 >MCV2) = p(MCV2|MCV1) × p(MCV1) = v1
×v2(1 − corr) + v2 corr adults receive both doses, and
p(MCV2>¬MCV1)= p(MCV2)−p(MCV1>MCV2)=p(MCV2
|¬MCV1) ×p(¬MCV1)= (1− v1)v2(1− corr) adults receive
only the second dose. The remainder is unvaccinated. We can
obtain similar equations for when v1 < v2 (Supplementary
Material 2).

Not all doses of vaccine successfully confer immunity in the
recipient. A primary reason for this failure to seroconvert is inter-
ference of maternally derived antibodies [19], although we also
include the chance that the vaccine was rendered ineffective by
other means, such as cold-chain failure [22]. To divide vaccine
classes into immune classes, we developed a function for age-
specific efficacy based on maternal immunity. The proportion
of individuals born with maternal immunity in generation T,
pmT, is the proportion of individuals successfully immunised in
the previous generation [11, 20]. Assuming the coverage of the
first dose exceeds the coverage of the second, coverage is unchan-
ging over time, and each gender is vaccinated equally:

pmT = (1− pm(T−1)wt1 − pf ) × (v1 − v1 × v2(1− corr)
− v2 × corr) + (1− pm(T−1)wt2 − pf )
× (1− v1)v2(1− corr)( ) + (1− ( pm T−1( )wt1+ pf )
(pm T−1( )wt2+ pf )) × (v1 × v2 (1− corr) + v2corr).

We can then solve for the equilibrium value of pm using the quad-
ratic formula [11]. Here, wt is the waning function for maternal
immunity, so wt1 is the proportion of individuals born with
maternal immunity that retain immunity at the first target age,
and wt2 is the proportion of individuals born with maternal
immunity that retain it at the second target age. We assume
that this waning function is exponential with a mean equal to 3
months [23]. We assume pf, which is the probability that the vac-
cine fails for some other reason, such as cold chain failure, is con-
stant across age classes – specifically, we assume a constant 5%
failure rate for reasons not relating to the immune status of the
recipient [22]. We also assume that vaccine failure is independent
at each dose; that is, the probability that the second dose an indi-
vidual receives fails does not depend on whether they received a
first dose which failed.

To find the rate of primary vaccine failure, we simply take the
difference in the proportion of adults who have had at least one
dose and the proportion of adults who are immune. This rate
depends on both the waning of maternal immunity and the cor-
relation between doses.

Results

For a constant level of first- and second-dose coverages, reducing
the correlation between doses increases the proportion of the
population that receives at least one dose, but decreases the pro-
portion of the population that receives both doses (Fig. 1),
increasing population immunity. Individuals who received a
dose at the first age target but did not seroconvert are less likely
to receive a dose at the second age target when correlation is
low, and so are less likely to be given a second chance to serocon-
vert, increasing the rate of primary vaccine failure (Fig. 1b and d).
Improving coverage of either dose will always reduce the propor-
tion of individuals that are susceptible, regardless of correlation.
However, improving coverage is not the only way to reduce the
susceptible proportion – reducing correlation does so as well
(Fig. 2). This holds true regardless of the underlying age structure.

When doses are administered independently, a relatively large
proportion of the population gets at least one dose (Fig. 1), and
increasing the coverage of either dose has a large effect on popu-
lation immunity (Fig. 2). For example, if the first dose has 80%
coverage and the second dose has 50% coverage, and the doses
are administered independently, then the second dose is adminis-
tered with equal proportional coverage to individuals who received
the first dose and individuals who missed it. In this case, 90% of the
population receives at least one dose. Improving second dose cover-
age by 10% would provide an additional 10% coverage to the popu-
lation of individuals who missed the first dose; 92% of the
population would receive at least one dose. In comparison, improv-
ing first dose coverage by 10% would provide an additional 10%
coverage to the population of individuals who will later miss the
second dose; this is a larger population, and 95% of the total popu-
lation would receive at least one dose. Regardless, improving cover-
age of either dose increases the proportion of the population that
receives at least one dose and reduces primary vaccine failure.

In contrast, high correlation reduces the benefit incurred by
increasing the coverage of a given dose. When doses are adminis-
tered in a totally dependent fashion, increasing the coverage of
the dose with lower coverage has very little benefit. For example,
if the first dose has 80% coverage and the second dose has 50%
coverage, and the doses are totally dependent, then the second
dose is administered only to individuals who have already had
the first dose; 80% of the population receives at least one dose.
Increasing the coverage of the second dose by 10% only increases
the proportion of the population receiving both doses, and there-
fore reduces primary vaccine failure, but will not increase the pro-
portion of the population receiving at least one dose. By
comparison, increasing the coverage of the first dose by 10%
will increase the proportion of the population receiving at least
one dose to 90% and thus have a much larger effect on the result-
ing population immunity. However, this will increase the propor-
tion of people who get just one dose, and therefore increases
primary vaccine failure.

It is important that we know the correlation between doses
when estimating population immunity from vaccine coverage.
Second-dose coverage has improved from 2005 to 2015 in all
six WHO Health regions, and first-dose coverage has improved
in five of them (all regions except the Americas (AMR))
(Fig. 3). To illustrate the interaction of coverage, correlation,
and population structure, we estimated population immunity
from those coverages for four contexts: (i) developing age struc-
ture with doses administered dependently, (ii) developing age
structure with doses administered independently, (iii) developed
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age structure with doses administered dependently and (iv) devel-
oped age structure with doses administered independently
(Fig. 4). The two age structures differ in terms of the proportion
of children under five (this proportion is higher in the “develop-
ing” setting). Each region is made up of many countries, all with
different age structures, so we compared the population immunity
for the two extremes of the range of age structures, rather than
estimating the true average age structure of a region. For each
health region, the level of population immunity maintained by
vaccination was much greater when doses were administered
independently. In four health regions (the American Region
(AMR), the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), the
European Region (EUR) and the Western Pacific Region
(WPR)), the improvement in population immunity achieved by
the improvement in coverage was dwarfed by the improvement
in population immunity that could be achieved by completely
decorrelating the first and second doses. The Southeast Asian
Region (SEAR) had a much larger increase in coverage than the

others (Fig. 3), so coverage improved population immunity
slightly more than completely decorrelating doses would (Fig. 4).
In the African Region (AFR), first-dose coverage improved a lot
relative to second-dose coverage (Fig. 3), so the improvement in
coverage significantly improved population immunity (Fig. 4). In
all regions, completely decorrelating first and second doses would
have a larger effect on population immunity than differences in
age structure do. In regions close to the elimination threshold,
the correlation between the doses could be the difference between
achieving (or maintaining) elimination or not, although this will
depend on the specific local age structure [11].

Discussion

In most countries, a two-dose routine immunisation strategy is
used [15] to maintain high levels of population immunity to mea-
sles and, in places where the disease is eliminated, prevent pro-
longed re-emergence of this deadly disease [1]. The second dose

Fig. 2. The susceptible proportion remaining for a range of first- and second-dose coverages, correlations and age structure parameters. The contours indicate
various threshold levels of immunity, where <5% susceptible within the population is generally considered sufficient to maintain elimination and is coloured in
blue. The white dashed line indicates where the coverage of each dose is equal.
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of a two-dose strategy to maintain measles elimination is adminis-
tered with two main goals [24]. One is to provide a second chance
for individuals for whom the first dose was ineffective to become
immune. The second is to provide a chance for individuals who
missed the first dose to be vaccinated at all. Correlation between
the two doses affects how well each of these aims is met, with high
correlation improving performance under the first objective and
low correlation improving performance under the second object-
ive. When coverage of at least one dose is 100%, then everyone
receives at least one dose, regardless of correlation. However,
when coverage falls short of 100%, the correlation has a signifi-
cant impact on the proportion of the population receiving at
least one dose, and therefore on the proportion of the population
that is immune, with lower correlation resulting in higher popu-
lation immunity, despite higher primary vaccine failure.

Correlation is unlikely to be independent of age structure,
coverage or health system; it is possible to speculate about relevant
issues. Deficiencies in coverage tend to arise from two sources;
lack of vaccine demand and poor healthcare access [25, 26]. As
vaccine demand and healthcare access depend on socioeconomic
factors that are highly heterogeneous in a population [27, 28], it is
likely that correlation between populations receiving the first and
second doses is high in the absence of programmes specifically
designed to address these heterogeneities. Deficiencies in coverage
can then be addressed with a combination of demand creation
programmes and efforts to improve healthcare access, via appro-
priately tailored communications strategies [29]. Conventionally,
these efforts might be focused on improving coverage; our work
suggests that changing correlation might be another productive
target, and that focusing only on the coverage of one dose
might be beneficial if it catches people who otherwise would
not be vaccinated at all. While not reported explicitly, correlation
can be inferred in real situations from reports of vaccine

‘completeness’ and coverage of fully immunised children [30–32].
However, such reports often do not report the relative size of the
partially vaccinated or completely unvaccinated populations.

The level of correlation between doses can have significant
implications for the performance of vaccine schedules and strat-
egies to improve population immunity. In two-dose schedules,
it may seem intuitive to focus on improving coverage of the
dose that has the lower coverage. However, if the correlation
between doses is high, this will, in fact, be less beneficial than
improving coverage of the higher coverage dose. Average MCV2
coverage was lower than average MCV1 coverage in every
WHO health region between 2005 and 2014 (Fig. 3 – all arrows
fall below the 1 : 1 line). If doses in the component countries
were administered dependently, then focusing on increasing first-
dose coverage would have the biggest impact on population
immunity; however, MCV2 coverage increased far more than
MCV1 coverage did in all regions except Africa, in fact, in the
American health region, average MCV1 coverage actually declined
while MCV2 coverage increased. While high MCV2 coverage is
important to effectively maintain elimination, its importance rela-
tive to maintaining high MCV1 coverage depends on correlation.

The effects of correlation are likely to pertain to supplemental
immunisation activities (SIAs) as well as routine immunisation.
SIAs are typically thought to be able to reach populations that
are not reached by the routine health system [33], that is, inde-
pendent of routine coverage, but that may not always be the
case [34]. If the likelihood of being vaccinated during an SIA is
independent of routine vaccination, then SIAs will substantially
improve the proportion of the population receiving at least one
dose. However, SIAs are logistically difficult to perform, and
may reach the populations with the best access to the health sys-
tem first [28], meaning that they may be administered primarily
to children who also receive routine immunisation. If the

Fig. 3. The average reported MCV1 (x-axis) and MCV2 ( y-axis) coverages for each of six
WHO health regions between 2005 and 2014. The unpointed end of the arrow repre-
sents the average coverage from 2005 to 2009. The pointed end represents the aver-
age coverage from 2010 to 2014. Missing reports were assumed to be 0. AFR is the
African Region, AMR is the American Region, EMR is the Eastern Mediterranean
Region, EUR is the European Region, WPR is the Western Pacific Region, and SEAR
is the Southeast Asian Region.

Fig. 4. The improvement in population immunity for each WHO health region from
2005–2014, in each of four different contexts, using coverages shown in Figure 3.
AFR is the African Region, AMR is the American Region, EMR is the Eastern
Mediterranean Region, EUR is the European Region, WPR is the Western Pacific
Region, and SEAR is the Southeast Asian Region. The unpointed end is the population
immunity maintained by the average first- and second-dose coverages from 2005 to
2009, and the pointed end is the population immunity maintained by the average
first- and second-dose coverages from 2010 to 2014. The four contexts are the four
crosses of developing and developed age structures (‘dvg’ and ‘dvd’, respectively)
with dependent and independent administration of doses (‘dep’ and ‘ind’, respect-
ively). Each of these contexts represents a corner of Figure 2.
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populations reached by SIAs are highly correlated with the popu-
lations receiving routine immunisations, the true impact of SIAs
could be greatly overestimated, leading to misconceptions about
the true state of immunity in the population unless we account
for correlation. Some simulation studies have been done to illus-
trate this paradigm for outbreak response vaccination [35].

A high correlation may result from routinely missed popula-
tions (e.g. [21, 36–38]) and heterogeneities in healthcare access
that result in positive feedback mechanisms, e.g. poverty traps
[39]. While increasing the coverage of either dose always de-
creases the proportion left susceptible in the population, exploring
novel vaccination strategies may provide additional opportunities
to reduce the susceptible population without necessarily improv-
ing coverage of either dose. Vaccination strategies or targeted
communication strategies could be adapted to reduce correlation,
by specifically targeting vaccine-hesitant groups or groups with
poor healthcare access [40, 41]. Ideally, these strategies would
achieve negative correlation, where most children receiving the
second dose did not receive the first dose. For example, mobile
vaccination strategies could provide opportunities for groups
with poor healthcare access to receive at least one dose [42].
Accounting for correlation among doses when modelling the spa-
tial distribution of non-vaccination [43], and incorporating local
transmission and mixing patterns, could provide estimates of
how much population immunity would be improved by second-
dose strategies. Formal accounting of how proposed strategies
reach people who are not otherwise reached by the routine health
system remains a critical area of operational research [44–46].
Communication strategies may be a necessary part of decreasing
correlation by increasing vaccine demand; they were vital in the
early years of polio eradication efforts [41].

Decorrelating doses does come at the cost of vaccine effective-
ness; as fewer individuals receive two doses, fewer individuals
receive both opportunities to seroconvert. This may cause mis-
leading indicators, as the observed rate of primary vaccine failure
will increase, perhaps indicating a failure of vaccination in a place
where the susceptible proportion is actually decreasing. While our
model is relatively simple, a more complex model could explore
this trade-off in full.

The simplicity of our modelling approach comes with one
significant advantage, however, in that it could be applied to
many diseases with a multiple dose vaccine schedule and poten-
tially expanded to account for correlations in vaccine failure. The
trade-off between primary vaccine failure and the proportion of
the population receiving at least one dose that comes with correl-
ation pertains to many other vaccine schedules. However, if in-
dividuals require multiple doses to successfully seroconvert,
population immunity may depend more on the proportion of
the population that receives at least two doses than on the pro-
portion of the population that receives at least one. In this case,
the high correlation would outperform low correlation with
respect to population immunity. Thus, the relative benefits of
low or high correlation could be reversed for other vaccines,
depending on the probability that an individual fully serocon-
verts following just one dose. In short, our work shows that care-
ful consideration of both coverage and correlation between doses
of vaccine may allow improvements in population immunity
that would be more difficult to achieve by addressing coverage
alone.
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